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Abstract. Flexible querying techniques can enhance users’ access to complex, heterogeneous datasets in settings
such as RDF Linked Data where the user may not always know how a query should be formulated in order to
retrieve the desired answers. This paper presents query processing algorithms for an extended fragment of SPARQL
1.1 incorporating regular path queries (property path queries), and query approximation and relaxation operators.
Our flexible query processing approach is based on query rewriting and returns answers incrementally according to
their “distance” from the exact form of the query. We formally show the soundness, completeness and termination
properties of our query rewriting algorithm. We also present empirical results that show promising query processing
performance for the extended language.

1. Introduction

Flexible querying techniques have the poten-
tial to enhance users’ access to complex, heteroge-
neous datasets. In particular, users querying RDF
Linked Data may lack full knowledge of the struc-
ture of the data, its irregularities, and the URIs
used within it. Moreover, the schemas and URIs
used can also evolve over time. This makes it dif-
ficult for users to formulate queries that precisely
express their information retrieval requirements.
Hence, providing users with flexible querying ca-
pabilities is essential.

SPARQL is the predominant language for query-
ing RDF data and, in the latest extension of
SPARQL 1.1, it supports property path queries
(i.e. regular path queries) over the RDF graph.
However, only exact matches to queries can be
returned.

Example 1. Suppose a user wishes to find events
that took place in London on 12th December 2012
and poses the following query on the YAGO knowl-
edge base1 derived from multiple sources such as
Wikipedia, WordNet and GeoNames:

1http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/yago-naga/yago/

(x, on, “12/12/12”) AND (x, in, “London”)

This returns no results because there are no prop-
erty edges named “on” or “in” in YAGO.

Approximating “on” by “happenedOnDate” (which
does appear in YAGO) and “in” by “happenedIn”
gives the following query:

(x, happenedOnDate, “12/12/12”) AND
(x, happenedIn, “London”)

This still returns no answers, since “happened-
In” does not connect event instances directly to
literals such as “London”. However, relaxing now
(x, happenedIn, “London”) to (x, type,Event),
using knowledge encoded in YAGO that the do-
main of “happenedIn” is Event, will return all
events that occurred on 12th December 2012, in-
cluding those occurring in London.

Alternatively, instead of relaxing the second
triple above, another approximation step can be
applied to it, inserting the property label that con-
nects URIs to their labels and yielding the follow-
ing query:

(x, happenedOnDate, “12/12/12”) AND
(x, happenedIn/label, “London”)
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This query now returns every event that occurred
on 12th December 2012 in London.

Example 2. Suppose the user wishes to find the
geographic coordinates of the “Battle of Waterloo”
event by posing the query

(〈Battle of Waterloo〉,
happenedIn/(hasLongitude|hasLatitude), x).

We see that this query uses the property paths ex-
tension of SPARQL, specifically the concatenation
(/) and disjunction (|) operators. In the query, the
property “happenedIn” is concatenated with either
“hasLongitude” or “hasLatitude”, thereby finding
a connection in the dataset between the event and
its location (in our case Waterloo) and from the
location to both its coordinates.

This query does not return any answers from
YAGO since YAGO does not store the geographic
coordinates of Waterloo. However, by applying an
approximation step, we can insert “isLocatedIn”
after “happenedIn” which connects the URI repre-
senting Waterloo with the URI representing Bel-
gium. The resulting query is

Battle of Waterloo, happenedIn/isLocatedIn/
(hasLongitude|hasLatitude), x.

Since YAGO does have the geographic coordinates
of Belgium, this query will return some answers
that may be relevant to the user.

Moreover, YAGO does in fact store the coor-
dinates of the “Battle of Waterloo” event, so if
the query processor applies an approximation step
that deletes the property “happenedIn”, instead of
adding “isLocatedIn”, the resulting query

(〈Battle of Waterloo〉,
(hasLongitude|hasLatitude), x)

returns the desired answers.

In this paper we describe an extension of
SPARQL 1.1 with query approximation and query
relaxation operations such as those illustrated in
the above examples, calling the extended language
SPARQLAR. We first presented SPARQLAR in [5],
focussing on its syntax, semantics and complex-
ity of query answering. We showed that the intro-
duction of the query approximation and query re-
laxation operators does not increase the theoret-
ical complexity of the language, and we provided
complexity bounds for several language fragments.
In this paper, we focus on our query processing

algorithms for SPARQLAR, examining their cor-
rectness and termination properties and present-
ing the results of a performance study over the
YAGO dataset.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 describes related work on flexible query-
ing for the Semantic Web, and on query approx-
imation and relaxation more generally. Section
3 presents the necessary preliminary definitions,
summarising the syntax, semantics and complex-
ity of SPARQLAR. Section 4 presents in detail
our query processing approach for SPARQLAR,
which is based on query rewriting. We present
our query processing algorithms, and formally
show the soundness and completeness of our query
rewriting algorithm, as well as its termination.
Section 5 presents and discusses the results of a
perfomance study over the YAGO dataset. Finally,
Section 6 gives our concluding remarks and direc-
tions of further work.

2. Related work

There have been several previous proposals for
applying flexible querying to the Semantic Web,
mainly employing similarity measures to retrieve
additional answers of possible relevance. For ex-
ample, in [10] matching functions are used for con-
stants such as strings and numbers, while in [13]
an extension of SPARQL is developed called iS-
PARQL which uses three different matching func-
tions to compute string similarity. In [7], the struc-
ture of the RDF data is exploited and a similarity
measurement technique is proposed which matches
paths in the RDF graph with respect to the query.
Ontology driven similarity measures are proposed
in [12,11,17] which use the RDFS ontology to re-
trieve extra answers and assign a score to them.

In [8] methods for relaxing SPARQL-like triple
pattern queries automatically are presented. Query
relaxations are produced by means of statistical
language models for structured RDF data and
queries. The query processing algorithms merge
the results of different relaxations into a unified
results list.

Recently a fuzzy approach has been used to
extend the XPath query language [2] with the
aim of providing mechanisms to assign priori-
ties to queries and to rank query answers. These
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techniques are based on fuzzy extensions of the

boolean operators.

Flexible querying approaches for SQL have been

discussed in [18] where the authors describe a sys-

tem that enables a user to issue an SQL aggrega-

tion query, see results as they are produced, and

adjust the processing as the query runs. This ap-

proach allows users to write flexible queries con-

taining linguistic terms, observe the progress of

their aggregation queries, and control execution on

the fly.

An approximation technique for conjunctive

queries on probabilistic databases has been investi-

gated in [9]. The authors use propositional formu-

las for approximating the queries. Formulas and

queries are connected in the following way: given

an input database where every tuple is annotated

by a distinct variable, each tuple t in the query

answer is annotated by a formula over the input

tuples that contributed to t.

Another flexible querying technique for rela-

tional databases is described in [4]. The authors

present an extension to SQL (Soft–SQL) which

permits so-called soft conditions. Such conditions

tolerate degrees of under-satisfaction of query by

exploiting the flexibility offered by fuzzy sets the-

ory.

Finally, [16] shows how a conjunctive regular

path query language can be effectively extended

with approximation and relaxation techniques, us-

ing similar notions of approximation and relax-

ation as we use here.

In contrast to all the above work, our focus is on

the SPARQL 1.1 language. In [5] we extended, for

the first time, this language with query approx-

imation and query relaxation operators, terming

the extended language SPARQLAR. Here, we

present in detail our query processing algorithms

for SPARQLAR. Our query processing approach is

based on query rewriting, whereby we incremen-

tally generate a set of SPARQL 1.1 queries from

the original SPARQLAR query, evaluate these

queries using existing technologies, and return an-

swers ranked according to their “distance” from

the original query. We examine the correctness and

termination properties of our query rewriting al-

gorithm and present the results of a performance

study on the YAGO dataset.

3. Preliminaries

In this section we give definitions of the syn-
tax and semantics of SPARQL extended with
regular expression patterns (known as ‘property
paths’ in the SPARQL documentation2) and with
query approximation and relaxation operators.
Our SPARQLAR language and its syntax and se-
mantics were first introduced in [5]. We summarise
them again here, as necessary preliminaries to the
rest of the paper. We also summarise here the com-
plexity results from in [5], for completeness.

Definition 1 (Sets, triples and variables). Assume
pairwise disjoint infinite sets U and L (of URIs
and literals, respectively). An RDF triple is a tuple
〈s, p, o〉 ∈ U ×U × (U ∪L), where s is the subject,
p the predicate and o the object of the triple. We
assume also an infinite set V of variables that is
disjoint from the above sets. We abbreviate any
union of the sets U , L and V by concatenating
their names; for instance, UL = U ∪ L.

Note that, in the above definition, we modify
the definition of triples from [14] by omitting blank
nodes, since their use is discouraged for Linked
Data because they represent a resource without
specifying its name and are identified by an ID
which may not be unique in the dataset [3].

Definition 2 (RDF-Graph). An RDF-Graph G is
a directed graph (N,D,E) where: N is a finite set
of nodes such that N ⊂ UL; D is a finite set of
predicates such that D ⊂ U ; E is a finite set of la-
belled, weighted edges of the form 〈〈s, p, o〉, c〉 such
that the the edge source (subject) s ∈ N ∩ U , the
edge target (object) o ∈ N , the edge label p ∈ D
and the edge weight c ≥ 0.

Note that, in the above definition, we modify the
definition of an RDF-Graph [14] to add weights
to the edges, for greater ease of formalising our
flexible querying semantics. Initially, these weights
are all 0.

Definition 3 (Ontology). An ontology K is a di-
rected graph (NK , EK) where each node in NK
represents either a class or a property, and each
edge in EK is labelled with a symbol from the
set {sc, sp, dom, range}. These edge labels encom-
pass a fragment of the RDFS vocabulary, namely

2http://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-property-paths/
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rdfs:subClassOf, rdfs:subPropertyOf, rdfs:domain
and rdfs:range, respectively.

In an RDF-graph G = (N,D,E), each node in
N represents an instance or a class and each edge
in E a property. The predicate type, representing
the RDF vocabulary rdf:type, can be used in E to
connect an instance of a class to a node represent-
ing that class. In an ontology K = (NK , EK), each
node in NK represents a class (a “class node”) or
a property (a “property node”). The intersection
of N and NK is contained in the set of class nodes
of NK . D is contained in the set of property nodes
of NK .

Definition 4 (Triple pattern). A triple pattern is a
tuple 〈x, z, y〉 ∈ UV × UV × UV L. Given a triple
pattern 〈x, z, y〉, var(〈x, z, y〉) is the set of vari-
ables occurring in it.

Note that again we modify the definition from [14]
to exclude blank nodes.

Definition 5 (Mapping). A mapping µ from ULV
to UL is a partial function µ : ULV → UL. We
assume that µ(x) = x for all x ∈ UL, i.e. µ maps
URIs and literals to themselves. The set var(µ)
is the subset of V on which µ is defined. Given a
triple pattern 〈x, z, y〉 and a mapping µ such that
var(〈x, z, y〉) ⊆ var(µ), µ(〈x, z, y〉) is the triple
obtained by replacing the variables in 〈x, z, y〉 by
their image according to µ.

3.1. Syntax of SPARQLAR queries

Definition 6 (Regular expression pattern). A reg-
ular expression pattern P ∈ RegEx(U) is defined
as follows:

P := ε | | p | (P1|P2) | (P1/P2) | P ∗

where ε represents the empty pattern, p ∈ U and
is a symbol that denotes the disjunction of all

URIs in U .

This definition of regular expression patterns is
the same as that in [6]. Our query pattern syn-
tax is also based on that of [6], but includes also
our query approximation and relaxation operators
APPROX and RELAX:

Definition 7 (Query Pattern). A SPARQLAR

query pattern Q is defined as follows:

Q := UV × V ×UV L | UV ×RegEx(U)×UV L |
Q1 AND Q2 | Q FILTER R |

RELAX(UV ×RegEx(U)× UV L) |
APPROX(UV ×RegEx(U)× UV L)

where R is a SPARQL built-in condition and Q,
Q1, Q2 are query patterns. We denote by var(Q)
the set of all variables occurring in Q.

(In the W3C SPARQL syntax, a dot (.) is used
for conjuction but, for greater clarify, we use AND
instead. Note also that ε and cannot be specified
in property paths in SPARQL 1.1.)

A SPARQLAR query has the form SELECT−→w
WHERE Q, with −→w ⊆ var(Q) (we may omit here
the keyword WHERE for simplicity). Given Q′ =
SELECT−→wQ, the head of the query, head(Q′), is
−→w if −→w 6= ∅ and var(Q) otherwise.

3.2. Semantics of SPARQLAR queries

We extend the semantics of SPARQL with reg-
ular expression query patterns given in [6] in or-
der to handle the weight/cost of edges in an RDF-
Graph and the cost of the approximation and re-
laxation operators. In particular, we extend the
notion of SPARQL query evaluation from return-
ing a set of mappings to returning a set of pairs of
the form 〈µ, cost〉, where µ is a mapping and cost
is its cost.

Two mappings µ1 and µ2 are said to be com-
patible if ∀x ∈ var(µ1) ∩ var(µ2), µ1(x) = µ2(x).
The union of two mappings µ = µ1 ∪ µ2 can be
computed only if µ1 and µ2 are compatible. The
resulting µ is a mapping where var(µ) = var(µ1)∪
var(µ2) and: for each x in var(µ1) ∩ var(µ2), we
have µ(x) = µ1(x) = µ2(x); for each x in var(µ1)
but not in var(µ2), we have µ(x) = µ1(x); and
for each x in var(µ2) but not in var(µ1), we have
µ(x) = µ2(x).

We finally define the union and join of two sets
of query evaluation results, M1 and M2:

M1 ∪ M2 = {〈µ, cost〉 | 〈µ, cost1〉 ∈ M1

or 〈µ, cost2〉 ∈ M2 with cost = cost1 if
@cost2.〈µ, cost2〉 ∈ M2, cost = cost2 if
@cost1.〈µ, cost1〉 ∈M1, and cost = min(cost1,
cost2) otherwise}.
M1 on M2 = {〈µ1 ∪ µ2, cost1 + cost2〉 |
〈µ1, cost1〉 ∈ M1 and 〈µ2, cost2〉 ∈ M2 with
µ1 and µ2 compatible mappings}.
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3.2.1. Exact Semantics
The semantics of a triple pattern t that may

include a regular expression pattern as its second
component, with respect to a graph G, denoted
[[t]]G, is defined recursively as follows:

[[〈x, ε, y〉]]G = {〈µ, 0〉 | var(µ) = var(〈x, ε, y〉)

∧ ∃c ∈ N . µ(x) = µ(y) = c}

[[〈x, z, y〉]]G = {〈µ, cost〉 | var(µ) =

var(〈x, z, y〉) ∧ 〈µ(〈x, z, y〉), cost〉 ∈ E}

[[〈x, P1|P2, y〉]]G = [[〈x, P1, y〉]]G ∪ [[〈x, P2, y〉]]G
[[〈x, P1/P2, y〉]]G = [[〈x, P1, z〉]]G on [[〈z, P2, y〉]]G
[[〈x, P ∗, y〉]]G = [[〈x, ε, y〉]]G ∪ [[〈x, P, y〉]]G∪⋃

n≥1

{〈µ, cost〉 | 〈µ, cost〉 ∈ ∗[[〈x, P, z1〉]]G

on [[〈z1, P, z2〉]]G on · · · on [[〈zn, P, y〉]]G}

where P , P1, P2 are regular expression patterns,
x, y, z are in ULV , and z, z1, . . . , zn are fresh vari-
ables.

A mapping satisfies a condition R, denoted µ |=
R, as follows:

R is x = c: µ |= R if x ∈ var(µ), c ∈ L and
µ(x) = c;
R is x = y: µ |= R if x, y ∈ var(µ) and µ(x) =
µ(y);
R is isURI(x): µ |= R if x ∈ var(µ) and
µ(x) ∈ U ;
R is isLiteral(x): µ |= R if x ∈ var(µ) and
µ(x) ∈ L;
R is R1 ∧R2: µ |= R if µ |= R1 and µ |= R2;
R is R1 ∨R2: µ |= R if µ |= R1 or µ |= R2;
R is ¬R1: µ |= R if it is not the case that
µ |= R1;

The overall semantics of queries (excluding AP-
PROX and RELAX) is as follows, where Q, Q1,
Q2 are query patterns and the projection opera-
tor π−→w selects only the subsets of the mappings
relating to the variables in −→w :

[[Q1 AND Q2]]G = [[Q1]]G on [[Q2]]G

[[Q FILTER R]]G = {〈µ, cost〉 ∈ [[Q]]G | µ |= R}

[[SELECT−→wQ]]G = π−→w ([[Q]]G)

We will omit the SELECT keyword from a query
Q if −→w = vars(Q).

3.2.2. Query Relaxation
Our relaxation operator is based on that in

[16] and relies on RDFS entailment. An RDFS
graph K1 entails an RDFS graph K2, denoted
K1 |=RDFS K2, if K2 can be derived by applying
the rules in Figure 1 iteratively to K1. For the frag-
ment of RDFS that we consider, K1 |=RDFS K2

if and only if K2 ⊆ cl(K1), with cl(K1) being the
closure of the RDFS Graph K1 under these rules.

In order to apply relaxation to queries, the ex-
tended reduction of an ontology K is required.
Given an ontology K, its extended reduction
extRed(K) is computed as follows: (i) compute
cl(K); (ii) apply the rules of Figure 2 in reverse
until no longer applicable (applying a rule in re-
verse means deleting a triple deducible by the
rule); (iii) apply rules 1 and 3 of Figure 1 in re-
verse until no longer applicable. Henceforth, we
assume that K = extRed(K), which allows di-
rect relaxations to be applied to queries (see be-
low), corresponding to the ‘smallest’ relaxation
steps. This is necessary for returning query an-
swers to users incrementally in order of increas-
ing cost. Also, K needs to be acyclic in order
for direct relaxation to be well-defined. A triple
pattern 〈x, p, y〉 directly relaxes to a triple pat-
tern 〈x′, p′, y′〉, denoted 〈x, p, y〉 ≺i 〈x′, p′, y′〉, if
vars(〈x, p, y〉) = vars(〈x′, p′, y′〉) and 〈x′, p′, y′〉 is
derived from 〈x, p, y〉 by applying rule i from Fig-
ure 1. There is a cost ci associated with the appli-
cation of a rule i. We note that since rule 6 changes
the position of y, which we want to avoid when it
comes to relaxing regular expression patterns (see
below), we actually use (d, type−, y) as the conse-
quent of rule 6; and we also allow a modified form
of rule 4 where the triples involving type appear
with their arguments in reverse order and type is
replaced by type−.

A triple pattern 〈x, p, y〉 relaxes to a triple pat-
tern 〈x′, p′, y′〉, denoted 〈x, p, y〉 ≤K 〈x′, p′, y′〉, if
starting from 〈x, p, y〉 there is a sequence of direct
relaxations that derives 〈x′, p′, y′〉. The relaxation
cost of deriving 〈x, p, y〉 from 〈x′, p′, y′〉, denoted
rcost(〈x, p, y〉, 〈x′, p′, y′〉), is the minimum cost of
applying such a sequence of direct relaxations.
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Subproperty (1)
(a, sp, b)(b, sp, c)

(a, sp, c)
(2)

(a, sp, b)(x, a, y)

(x, b, y)

Subclass (3)
(a, sc, b)(b, sc, c)

(a, sc, c)
(4)

(a, sc, b)(x, type, a)

(x, type, b)

Typing (5)
(a, dom, c)(x, a, y)

(x, type, c)
(6)

(a, range, d)(x, a, y)

(y, type, d)

Fig. 1. RDFS entailment rules

(e1)
(b, dom, c)(a, sp, b)

(a, dom, c)
(e2)

(b, range, c)(a, sp, b)

(a, range, c)

(e3)
(a, dom, b)(b, sc, c)

(a, dom, c)
(e4)

(a, range, b)(b, sc, c)

(a, range, c)

Fig. 2. Additional rules for extended reduction of an RDFS ontology

The semantics of the RELAX operator in
SPARQLAR are as follows:

[[RELAX(x, p, y)]]G,K = [[〈x, p, y〉]]G∪

{〈µ, cost+ rcost(〈x, p, y〉, 〈x′, p′, y′〉)〉 |

〈x, p, y〉 ≤K 〈x′, p′, y′〉∧

〈µ, cost〉 ∈ [[〈x′, p′, y′〉]]G}

[[RELAX(x, P1|P2, y)]]G,K =

[[RELAX(x, P1, y)]]G,K∪

[[RELAX(x, P2, y)]]G,K

[[RELAX(x, P1/P2, y)]]G,K =

[[RELAX(x, P1, z)]]G,K on

[[RELAX(z, P2, y)]]G,K

[[RELAX(x, P ∗, y)]]G,K = [[〈x, ε, y〉]]G∪

[[RELAX(x, P, y)]]G,K ∪
⋃
n≥1

{〈µ, cost〉 |

〈µ, cost〉 ∈ [[RELAX(x, P, z1)]]G,K on

on [[RELAX(z1, P, z2)]]G,K

on · · · on [[RELAX(zn, P, y)]]G,K}

where P , P1, P2 are regular expression patterns,
x, x′, y, y′ are in ULV , p, p′ are in U , and z, z1,
. . ., zn are fresh variables.

Example 3. Consider the following portion K =
(NK , EK) of the YAGO ontology, where NK is

{wasCreatedOnDate, startsExistingOnDate,
wasBornOnDate,Date,

Person,English politicians, politician},

and EK is

{(wasCreatedOnDate, sp, startsExistingOnDate),
(wasBornOnDate, sp, startsExistingOnDate),

(wasCreatedOnDate, range,Date),
(actedIn, domain, Person),

(English politicians, sc, politician)}

Suppose the user is looking for the birthday of all
actors who played in the film Titanic:

SELECT * WHERE {

?x actedIn <Titanic> .

?x wasCreatedOnDate ?z }

The above query returns no answers, due to the
fact that wasCreatedOnDate is not the correct
predicate to use. By applying relaxation to the sec-
ond triple pattern using rule (2) of RDFS en-
tailment, it is possible to replace the predicate
wasCreatedOnDate by startsExistingOnDate.
Since K states that the predicate wasBornOnDate
is a sub-property of startsExistingOnDate, the
relaxed query will return the birthday of every ac-
tor.

As another example, suppose the user poses the
following query:

SELECT * WHERE {

?x type <English_politicians> .

?x wasBornIn/isLocatedIn* <England>}

which returns every English politician born in Eng-
land. By applying relaxation to the first triple pat-
tern using rule (4) of RDFS entailment, it is pos-
sible to replace the class English politicians by
politicians. This relaxed query will return every
politician who was born in England.
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3.2.3. Query Approximation
For query approximation, we apply edit oper-

ations which transform a regular expression pat-
tern P into a new expression pattern P ′. Specif-
ically, we apply the edit operations deletion, in-
sertion and substitution, defined as follows (other
possible edit operations are transposition and in-
version, which we leave as future work):

A/p/B  (A/ε/B) deletion

A/p/B  (A/ /B) substitution

A/p/B  (A/ /p/B) left insertion

A/p/B  (A/p/ /B) right insertion

A and B denote any regular expression and the
symbol represents every URI from U — so the
edit operations allow us to insert any URI and
substitute a URI by any other. The application of
an edit operation op has a cost cop associated with
it.

These rules can be applied to a URI p in order to
approximate it to a regular expression P . We write
p  ∗ P if a sequence of edit operations can be
applied to p to derive P . The edit cost of deriving
P from p, denoted ecost(p, P ), is the minimum
cost of applying such a sequence of edit operations.

The semantics of the APPROX operator in
SPARQLAR are as follows:

[[APPROX(x, p, y)]]G,K = [[〈x, p, y〉]]G∪⋃
{〈µ, cost+ ecost(p, P )〉 |

p ∗ P ∧ 〈µ, cost〉 ∈ [[〈x, P, y〉]]G}

[[APPROX(x, P1|P2, y)]]G,K =

[[APPROX(x, P1, y)]]G,K ∪

[[APPROX(x, P2, y)]]G,K

[[APPROX(x, P1/P2, y)]]G,K =

[[APPROX(x, P1, z)]]G,K on

[[APPROX(z, P2, y)]]G,K

[[APPROX(x, P ∗, y)]]G,K = [[〈x, ε, y〉]]G∪

[[APPROX(x, P, y)]]G,K ∪
⋃
n≥1

{〈µ, cost〉 |

〈µ, cost〉 ∈ [[APPROX(x, P, z1)]]G,K on

[[APPROX(z1, P, z2)]]G,K on · · · on

[[APPROX on (zn, P, y)]]G,K}

where P , P1, P2 are regular expression patterns,
x, y are in ULV , p, p′ are in U , and z, z1, . . ., zn
are fresh variables.

Example 4. Suppose that the user is looking for all
discoveries made between 1700 and 1800 AD, and
queries the YAGO dataset as follows:

SELECT ?p ?z ?y WHERE{

?p discovered ?x . ?x discoveredOnDate ?y .

?x label ?z .

FILTER(?y >= 1700/1/1 and ?y <= 1800/1/1)}

Approximating the third triple pattern, it is pos-
sible to replace the predicate label with . The
query will then return more information concern-
ing that discovery, such as its preferred name
(hasPreferredName) and the Wikipedia abstract
(hasWikipediaAbstract).

As another example, consider the following
query, which is intended to return every German
politician:

SELECT * WHERE{

?x isPoliticianOf ?y .

?x wasBornIn/isLocatedIn* <Germany>}

This query returns no answers since the rela-
tion isPoliticianOf only connects persons to
states of the United States. If the first triple pat-
tern is approximated by substituting the predicate
isPoliticianOf by holdsPoliticalPosition, then
the query will return the expected results.

3.3. Complexity of query answering

In [5] we studied the combined, data and query
complexity of SPARQLAR, extending the com-
plexity results in [14,15,19] for simple SPARQL
queries and in [1] for SPARQL with regular ex-
pression patterns to include our new flexible query
constructs. The complexity of query evaluation is
based on the following decision problem, which we
denote EVALUATION: Given as input a graph
G = (N,D,E), an ontology K, a query Q and
a pair 〈µ, cost〉, is it the case that 〈µ, cost〉 ∈
[[Q]]G,K? We showed the following results in [5]:
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Theorem 1. EVALUATION can be solved in time
O(|E| · |Q|) for queries not containing regular ex-
pression patterns, and constructed using only the
AND and FILTER operators.

Theorem 2. EVALUATION can be solved in time
O(|E| · |Q|2) for queries that may contain regular
expression patterns and that are constructed using
only the AND and FILTER operators.

Theorem 3. EVALUATION is NP-complete for
queries that may contain regular expression pat-
terns and that are constructed using only the AND
and SELECT operators.

Lemma 1. EVALUATION of [[APPROX(x, P, y)]]G,K
and [[RELAX(x, P, y)]]G,K can be accomplished in
polynomial time.

Theorem 4. EVALUATION is NP-complete for
queries that may contain regular expression pat-
terns and that are constructed using the oper-
ators AND, FILTER, RELAX, APPROX and
SELECT.

Considering data complexity, the decision prob-
lem stated earlier becomes the following: Given as
input a graph G, ontology K and a pair 〈µ, cost〉,
is it the case that 〈µ, cost〉 ∈ [[Q]]G,K , with Q a
fixed query?

Theorem 5. EVALUATION is PTIME in data
complexity for queries that may contain regular ex-
pression patterns and that are constructed using
the operators AND, FILTER, RELAX, APPROX
and SELECT.

Results for query complexity follow from Lemma
1 and Theorems 1, 2 and 3. The complexity study
of SPARQLAR in [5] is summarised Figure 3,
where the combined, data and query complex-
ity are shown for specific language fragments and
combinations of operators.

4. Query Processing

We evaluate SPARQLAR queries by making use
of a query rewriting algorithm, following a simi-
lar approach to [11,12,17]. In particular, given a
query Q which may contain the APPROX and/or
RELAX operators, we incrementally build a set
of queries {Q0, Q1, . . . } that do not contain these
operators such that

⋃
i[[Qi]]G,K = [[Q]]G,K .

Our query rewriting algorithm — see Algorithm
2 below — starts by considering the query Q0

which returns the exact answers to the query Q,
i.e. ignoring the APPROX and RELAX operators.
To keep track of which triple patterns need to be
relaxed or approximated, we label such triple pat-
terns with A for approximation and R for relax-
ation. For each triple pattern 〈xi, Pi, yi〉 in Q0 la-
belled with A (R) and each URI p that appears
in Pi, we apply one step of approximation (relax-
ation) to p, and we assign the cost of applying that
approximation (relaxation) to the resulting query.
From each query constructed in this way, we next
generate a new set of queries applying a second
step of approximation or relaxation. We continue
to generate queries iteratively in this way. The
cost of each query generated is the summed cost
of the sequence of approximations or relaxations
that have generated it. If the same query is gener-
ated more than once, only the one with the lowest
cost is retained. Moreover, the set of queries gener-
ated is kept sorted by increasing cost. For practical
reasons we limit the number of queries generated
by bounding the cost of queries up to a maximum
value c.

To compute the query answers — see Algorithm
1 — we apply an evaluation function, eval, to each
query generated by the rewriting algorithm (in or-
der of increasing cost of the queries) and to each
mapping returned by eval we assign the cost of the
query. If we generate a particular mapping more
than once, only the one with the lowest cost is re-
tained. In Algorithm 1, rewrite is the query rewrit-
ing algorithm (Algorithm 2) and the set of map-
pings M is maintained in order of increasing cost.

In Algorithm 6, z, z1 and z2 are fresh new vari-
ables. The relaxTriplePattern function might gen-
erate regular expressions containing a URI type−

which are matched to edges in E by reversing the
subject and the object and using the property la-
bel type.

Example 5. Consider the following ontology K
(satisfying K = extRed(K)), which is a fragment
of the YAGO knowledge base:

K = ({happenedIn, placedIn,Event},

{〈happenedIn, sp, placedIn〉,

〈happenedIn, dom,Event〉})
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Algorithm 1: Flexible Query Evaluation

input : Query Q; approx/relax max cost c; Graph G; Ontology K.
output: List of pairs mapping/cost M sorted by cost.
M := ∅;
foreach 〈Q′, cost〉 ∈ rewrite(Q,c,K) do

foreach 〈µ, 0〉 ∈ eval(Q′,G) do
M := M ∪ {〈µ, cost〉}

return M;

Algorithm 2: Rewriting algorithm

input : Query QAR; approx/relax max cost c; Ontology K.
output: List of pairs query/cost sorted by cost.
Q0 := remove APPROX and RELAX operators, and label triple patterns of QAR;
queries:={〈Q0, 0〉} ; oldGeneration := {〈Q0, 0〉};
while oldGeneration 6= ∅ do

newGeneration := ∅;
foreach 〈Q, cost〉 ∈ oldGeneration do

foreach labelled triple pattern 〈x, P, y〉 in Q do
rew := ∅;
if 〈x, P, y〉 is labelled with A then

rew := applyApprox(Q,〈x, P, y〉);
else if 〈x, P, y〉 is labelled with R then

rew := applyRelax(Q,〈x, P, y〉,K);

foreach 〈Q′, cost′〉 ∈ rew do
if (cost+ cost′ ≤ c) and (〈Q′, cost+ cost′〉 6∈ newGeneration) and
(if 〈Q′, cost′′〉 ∈ queries then cost+ cost′ < cost′′) then

newGeneration := newGeneration ∪ {〈Q′, cost+ cost′〉} ;
queries:=addTo(queries, 〈Q′, cost+ cost′〉 ) ; /* If queries contains 〈Q′, cost′′〉,
this is replaced by 〈Q′, cost+ cost′〉. The elements of queries are also

kept sorted by increasing cost. */

oldGeneration := newGeneration;

return queries;

Algorithm 3: applyApprox

input : Query Q; triple pattern 〈x, P, y〉A.
output: Set of pairs query/cost S.
S := ∅;
foreach 〈P ′, cost〉 ∈ approxRegex(P ) do

Q′ := replace 〈x, P, y〉A by 〈x, P ′, y〉A in Q;
S := S ∪ {〈Q′, cost〉};

return S;
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Operators Data Complexity
Query

Complexity
Combined

Complexity
AND, FILTER O(|E|) O(|Q|) O(|E| · |Q|)
AND, FILTER,

RegEx
O(|E|) O(|Q|2) O(|E| · |Q|2)

RELAX, APPROX O(|E|) P-Time P-Time

RELAX,
APPROX, AND,
FILTER, RegEx

O(|E|) P-Time P-Time

AND, SELECT P-Time NP-Complete NP-Complete

RELAX,
APPROX, AND,
FILTER, RegEx,

SELECT

P-Time NP-Complete NP-Complete

Fig. 3. Complexity of various SPARQLAR fragments.

Algorithm 4: approxRegex

input : Regular Expression P .
output: Set of pairs RegEx/cost T .
T := ∅;
if P = p where p is a URI then

T := T ∪ {〈ε, costd〉};
T := T ∪ {〈 , costs〉};
T := T ∪ {〈 /p, costi〉};
T := T ∪ {〈p/ , costi〉};

else if P = P1/P2 then
foreach 〈P ′, cost〉 ∈ approxRegex(P1) do

T := T ∪ {〈P ′/P2, cost〉};
foreach 〈P ′, cost〉 ∈ approxRegex(P2) do

T := T ∪ {〈P1/P
′, cost〉};

else if P = P1|P2 then
foreach 〈P ′, cost〉 ∈ approxRegex(P1) do

T := T ∪ {〈P ′, cost〉};
foreach 〈P ′, cost〉 ∈ approxRegex(P2) do

T := T ∪ {〈P ′, cost〉};

else if P = P ∗1 then
foreach 〈P ′, cost〉 ∈ approxRegex(P1) do

T := T ∪ {〈(P ∗1 )/P ′/(P ∗1 ), cost〉};

return T;
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Algorithm 5: applyRelax

input : Query Q; triple pattern 〈x, P, y〉R of Q; Ontology K.
output: Set of pairs query/cost S.
S := ∅;
foreach 〈〈x′, P ′, y′〉R, cost〉 ∈ relaxTriplePattern(〈x, P, y〉) do

Q′ := replace 〈x, P, y〉R by 〈x′, P ′, y′〉R in Q;
S := S ∪ {〈Q′, cost〉};

return S;

Algorithm 6: relaxTriplePattern

input : Triple pattern 〈x, P, y〉; Ontology K.
output: Set of pairs triple pattern/cost T .
T := ∅;
if P = p where p is a URI then

foreach p′ such that ∃(p, sp, p′) ∈ EK do
T := T ∪ {〈〈x, p′, y〉, cost2〉};

foreach b such that ∃(a, sc, b) ∈ EK and p = type and y = a do
T := T ∪ {〈〈x, type, b〉, cost4〉};

foreach b such that ∃(a, sc, b) ∈ EK and p = type− and x = a do
T := T ∪ {〈〈b, type−, y〉, cost4〉};

foreach a such that ∃(p, dom, a) ∈ EK and y is a URI or a Literal do
T := T ∪ {〈〈x, type, a〉, cost5〉};

foreach a such that ∃(p, range, a) ∈ EK and x is a URI do
T := T ∪ {〈〈a, type−, y〉, cost6〉};

else if P = P1/P2 then
foreach 〈〈x′, P ′, z〉, cost〉 ∈ relaxTriplePattern(〈x, P1, z〉) do

T := T ∪ {〈〈x′, P ′/P2, y〉, cost〉};
foreach 〈〈z, P ′, y′〉, cost〉 ∈ relaxTriplePattern(〈z, P2, y〉) do

T := T ∪ {〈〈x, P1/P
′, y′〉, cost〉};

else if P = P1|P2 then
foreach 〈〈x′, P ′, y′〉, cost〉 ∈ relaxTriplePattern(〈x, P1, y〉) do

T := T ∪ {〈〈x′, P ′, y′〉, cost〉};
foreach 〈〈x′, P ′, y′〉, cost〉 ∈ relaxTriplePattern(〈x, P2, y〉) do

T := T ∪ {〈〈x′, P ′, y′〉, cost〉};

else if P = P ∗1 then
foreach 〈〈z1, P

′, z2〉, cost〉 ∈ relaxTriplePattern((〈z1, P1, z2〉) do
T := T ∪ {〈〈x, P ∗1 /P ′/P ∗1 , y〉, cost〉};

foreach 〈〈x′, P ′, z〉, cost〉 ∈ relaxTriplePattern((〈x, P1, z〉) do
T := T ∪ {〈〈x′, P ′/P ∗1 , y〉, cost〉};

foreach 〈〈z, P ′, y′〉, cost〉 ∈ relaxTriplePattern((〈z, P1, y〉) do
T := T ∪ {〈〈x, P ∗1 /P ′, y′〉, cost〉};

return T;
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Suppose a user wishes to find every event which
took place in London on 12th December 2012 and
poses the following query Q:

APPROX(x, happenedOnDate, “12/12/12”) AND
RELAX(x, happenedIn, “London”).

Without applying APPROX or RELAX, this query
does not return any answers when evaluated on the
YAGO endpoint (because “happenedIn” connects
to URIs representing places and “London” is a lit-
eral, not a URI). After the first step of approx-
imation and relaxation, the following queries are
generated:

Q1 = (x, ε, “12/12/12”)A AND
(x, happenedIn, “London”)R

Q2 =
(x, happenedOnDate/ , “12/12/12”)A AND

(x, happenedIn, “London”)R
Q3 =

(x, /happenedOnDate, “12/12/12”)A AND
(x, happenedIn, “London”)R
Q4 = (x, , “12/12/12”)A AND

(x, happenedIn, “London”)R
Q5 = (x, happenedOnDate, “12/12/12”)A AND

(x, placedIn, “London”)R
Q6 = (x, happenedOnDate, “12/12/12”)A AND

(x, type,Event)R

Each of these also returns empty results, with the
exception of query Q6 which returns every event
occurring on 12/12/12 (including amongst them
the events occurring in London that are of interest
to the user).

4.1. Correctness of the Rewriting Algorithm

We now discuss the soundness, completeness
and termination of the rewriting algorithm. As we
stated earlier, this takes as input a cost that lim-
its the number of queries generated. Therefore the
classic definitions of soundness and completeness
need to be modified. To handle this, we use an op-
erator CostProj(M, c) to select mappings with a
cost less than or equal to a given value c from a
set M of pairs of the form 〈µ, cost〉. We denote by
rew(Q)c the set of queries generated by the rewrit-
ing algorithm from an initial query Q which have
cost less than or equal to c.

Definition 8 (Containment). Given a graph G, an
ontology K, and queries Q and Q′, [[Q]]G,K ⊆
[[Q′]]G,K if for each pair 〈µ, c〉 ∈ [[Q]]G,K there
exists a pair 〈µ, c〉 ∈ [[Q′]]G,K .

Definition 9 (Soundness). The rewriting of Q,
rew(Q)c, is sound if the following holds:

⋃
Q′∈rew(Q)c

[[Q′]]G,K ⊆ CostProj([[Q]]G,K , c) for every graph
G and ontology K.

Definition 10 (Completeness). The rewriting of
Q, rew(Q)c, is complete if the following holds:
CostProj([[Q]]G,K , c) ⊆

⋃
Q′∈rew(Q)c

[[Q′]]G,K for
every graph G and ontology K.

To show the soundness and completeness of the
query rewriting algorithm we will require the fol-
lowing lemmas:

Lemma 2. Given four sets of evaluation results
M1, M2, M ′1 and M ′2 such that M1 ⊆ M ′1 and
M2 ⊆M ′2, it holds that:

M1 ∪M2 ⊆M ′1 ∪M ′2 (1)

M1 onM2 ⊆M ′1 onM ′2 (2)

Proof. (1) From the definition of union, it follows
that M ′1 ∪ M ′2 contains every mapping from M1

and M2, and therefore the statement holds.
(2) From the definition of join, M1 on M2 con-

tains a mapping µ1 ∪ µ2 for every pair of compat-
ible mappings 〈µ1, cost1〉 ∈ M1 and 〈µ2, cost2〉 ∈
M2. Since M ′1 and M ′2 also contain µ1 and µ2,
respectively, then M ′1 on M ′2 will also contain
µ1 ∪ µ2.

Observation 1. By the semantics of RELAX and
APPROX, we observe that given a triple pattern
〈x, P, y〉, [[〈x, P, y〉]]G,K ⊆ [[APPROX(x, P, y)]]G,K
and [[〈x, P, y〉]]G,K ⊆ [[RELAX(x, P, y)]]G,K for
every graph G and ontology K.

Lemma 3. Given queries Q1 and Q2, graph G and
ontology K the following equations hold:

CostProj([[Q1]]G,K on [[Q2]]G,K , c) =

CostProj(CostProj([[Q1]]G,K , c) on

CostProj([[Q2]]G,K , c), c)

CostProj([[Q1]]G,K ∪ [[Q2]]G,K , c) =
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CostProj([[Q1]]G,K , c)∪

CostProj([[Q2]]G,K , c)

Proof. Considering the right hand side (RHS)
of the first equation, we know that each pair
〈µ, cost〉 in the RHS has cost ≤ c and is equal
to 〈µ1, cost1〉 on 〈µ2, cost2〉, where cost1 ≤ c,
cost2 ≤ c, 〈µ1, cost1〉 ∈ [[Q1]]G,K and 〈µ2, cost2〉 ∈
[[Q2]]G,K . Therefore, the pair 〈µ, cost〉 must also
be contained in the left hand side (LHS) of
the equation. Conversely, for each pair 〈µ, cost〉
in the LHS, we know that cost ≤ c and that
there must exist a pair 〈µ1, cost1〉 ∈ [[Q1]]G,K
and a pair 〈µ2, cost2〉 ∈ [[Q2]]G,K such that
〈µ1, cost1〉 on 〈µ2, cost2〉 = 〈µ, cost〉. Moreover,
since cost = cost1 + cost2 we know that cost1 ≤ c
and cost2 ≤ c. Therefore, we can conclude that
〈µ, cost〉 must also be contained in the RHS of the
equation.

For the second equation it is easy to verify that
every pair 〈µ, cost〉 is in CostProj([[Q1]]G,K ∪
[[Q2]]G,K , c) if and only if it is contained either in
CostProj([[Q1]]G,K , c) or in CostProj([[Q2]]G,K , c),
or in both.

Theorem 3. The Rewriting Algorithm is sound and
complete.

Proof. For ease of reading, in this proof we will
replace the operators APPROX and RELAX with
A and R respectively. We divide the proof into
three parts: (1) The first part shows that for c ≥ 0
and relaxed or approximated triple patterns of
the form 〈x, p, y〉, the functions approxRegex and
relaxTriplePattern generate sound and complete
triple patterns. (2) The second part of the proof
shows that the algorithm is sound and complete for
approximated and relaxed triple patterns contain-
ing any regular expression. (3) Finally, we show
that the algorithm is sound and complete for gen-
eral queriesQ, i.e. we show that the following holds
for any query Q, graph G and ontology K:

CostProj([[Q]]G,K , c) ⊆
⋃
Q′∈rew(Q)c

[[Q′]]G,K ⊆
CostProj([[Q]]G,K , c)

(1) In this first part we show that for any triple
pattern 〈x, p, y〉 and cost c ≥ 0 the following holds:

CostProj([[A/R(x, p, y)]]G,K , c) =⋃
t′∈rew(A/R(x,p,y))c

[[t′]]G,K

We show this by induction on the cost c. For the
base case of c = 0 we need to show that:

CostProj([[A/R(x, p, y)]]G,K , 0) =⋃
t′∈rew(A/R(x,p,y))0

[[t′]]G,K
(3)

On the LHS, since the costs of applying AP-
PROX and RELAX have cost greater than zero,
the CostProj operator will only return the exact
answers of the query, in other words it will exclude
the answers generated by the APPROX and RE-
LAX operators. On the RHS, the rewriting algo-
rithm will not return queries with associated cost
greater than 0 and therefore will just return the
original query unchanged. This, when evaluated,
will therefore also return the exact answers of the
query. So (3) holds.

When c is greater than 0 we consider two dif-
ferent cases, one for APPROX and the other for
RELAX:

(a) Approximation. For approximation, we show
the following by induction on the cost c:

CostProj([[A(x, p, y)]]G,K , c) =⋃
t′∈rew(A(x,p,y))c

[[t′]]G,K
(4)

The induction hypothesis is that

CostProj([[A(x, p, y)]]G,K , c) =⋃
t′∈rew(A(x,p,y))c

[[t′]]G,K
(5)

for c = iα + jβ + kγ for all i, j, k ≥ 0, where
α, β, γ are the cost of the insertion, deletion and
substitution edit operations, respectively. We have
already shown the base case of i = j = k = 0. We
now show that (5) is true when one of, i, j or k is
incremented by 1.

Considering the RHS of equation (4), when we
apply one step of approximation to a triple pattern
the algorithm generates a set of triple patterns.
These triple patterns will be recursively rewrit-
ten by the algorithm. Therefore, by applying ev-
ery possible edit operation to the original triple
pattern, we have that:
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t′∈rew(A(x,p,y))c

[[t′]]G,K =

[[〈x, p, y〉]]G,K∪⋃
t′∈rew(A(x, /p,y))c−α

[[t′]]G,K∪⋃
t′∈rew(A(x,p/ ,y))c−α

[[t′]]G,K∪⋃
t′∈rew(A(x,ε,y))c−β

[[t′]]G,K∪⋃
t′∈rew(A(x, ,y))c−γ

[[t′]]G,K
Considering the LHS of equation (4), again by

the semantics of approximation, we have that:
CostProj([[A(x, p, y)]]G,K , c) =

[[〈x, p, y〉]]G,K∪
CostProj([[A(x, /p, y)]]G,K , c− α)∪
CostProj([[A(x, p/ , y)]]G,K , c− α)∪
CostProj([[A(x, ε, y)]]G,K , c− β)∪
CostProj([[A(x, , y)]]G,K , c− γ)

Combining the last two into a single equation,
we therefore need to show that:

[[〈x, p, y〉]]G,K∪⋃
t′∈rew(A(x, /p,y))c−α

[[t′]]G,K∪⋃
t′∈rew(A(x,p/ ,y))c−α

[[t′]]G,K∪⋃
t′∈rew(A(x,ε,y))c−β

[[t′]]G,K∪⋃
t′∈rew(A(x, ,y))c−γ

[[t′]]G,K
=

[[〈x, p, y〉]]G,K∪
CostProj([[A(x, /p, y)]]G,K , c− α)∪
CostProj([[A(x, p/ , y)]]G,K , c− α)∪
CostProj([[A(x, ε, y)]]G,K , c− β)∪
CostProj([[A(x, , y)]]G,K , c− γ)

Given Lemma 2, it is sufficient to show that all
the following equations hold:

[[〈x, p, y〉]]G,K = [[〈x, p, y〉]]G,K (6)

⋃
t′∈rew(A(x, /p,y))c−α

[[t′]]G,K =

CostProj([[A(x, /p, y)]]G,K , c− α)

(7)

⋃
t′∈rew(A(x,p/ ,y))c−α

[[t′]]G,K =

CostProj([[A(x, p/ , y)]]G,K , c− α)

(8)

⋃
t′∈rew(A(x,ε,y))c−β

[[t′]]G,K =

CostProj([[A(x, ε, y)]]G,K , c− β)

(9)

⋃
t′∈rew(A(x, ,y))c−γ

[[t′]]G,K =

CostProj([[A(x, , y)]]G,K , c− γ)

(10)

Equation (6) is trivially true. Equations (9)
and (10) hold since on the LHS, rew(A(x, ε, y))c
and rew(A(x, , y))c contain only (x, ε, y) and
(x, , y) respectively, for any c ≥ 0, and on the
RHS, by the semantics of approximation, we
know that [[A(x, ε, y)]]G,K = [[x, ε, y]]G,K and
[[A(x, , y)]]G,K = [[x, , y]]G,K .

For equation (7), considering the semantics of
approximation with concatenation of paths, the
LHS of the equation can be rewritten in the fol-
lowing way since we know that we will not apply
any step of approximation to A(x, , z).:

[[〈x, , z〉]]G,K) on (
⋃
t′∈rew(A(z,p,y))c−α

[[t′]]G,K)

Applying Lemma 3 we can rewrite the RHS of (7)
to:

CostProj(CostProj([[A(x, , z)]]G,K , c− α) on
CostProj([[A(z, p, y)]]G,K , c− α), c− α)

It is possible to drop the outer CostProj since
the query [[A(x, , z)]]G,K returns only mappings
with associated cost 0, obtaining:

CostProj([[A(x, , z)]]G,K , c− α) on
CostProj([[A(z, p, y)]]G,K , c− α)

Therefore we need to show that the following
holds:

[[〈x, , z〉]]G,K) on (
⋃
t′∈rew(A(z,p,y))c−α

[[t′]]G,K) =

CostProj([[A(x, , z)]]G,K , c− α) on
CostProj([[A(z, p, y)]]G,K , c− α)

Given Lemma 2 it is sufficient to show that:

[[〈x, , z〉]]G,K =

CostProj([[A(x, , z)]]G,K , c− α)
(11)

⋃
t′∈rew(A(z,p,y))c−α

[[t′]]G,K =

CostProj([[A(z, p, y)]]G,K , c− α)

(12)

Equation (11) holds by similar reasoning to equa-
tion (10). Equation (12) holds by the induction
hypothesis.
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Equation (8) can be shown to hold by similar
reasoning to equation (7). We conclude that equa-
tion (4) holds for every c ≥ 0.

(b) Relaxation. For relaxation, we show the fol-
lowing by induction on the cost c:

CostProj([[R(x, p, y)]]G,K , c) =⋃
t′∈rew(R(x,p,y))c

[[t′]]G,K
(13)

The induction hypothesis is that

CostProj([[R(x, p, y)]]G,K , c) =⋃
t′∈rew(A(x,p,y))c

[[t′]]G,K
(14)

for c = iα+ jβ+ kγ+ lδ for all i, j, k, l ≥ 0, where
α, β, γ, δ are the costs of the four relaxation oper-
ations arising from rules 2, 4, 5 and 6, respectively,
of Figure 1. We have already shown the base case
of i = j = k = l = 0. We now show that (14)
holds when one of, i, j, k or l is incremented by
1. Similarly to the reasoning for approximation in
part (a), we need to show that:

[[〈x, p, y〉]]G,K∪
CostProj([[R(x, p′, y)]]G,K , c− α)∪

CostProj([[R(x, type, a)]]G,K , c− β)∪
CostProj([[R(a, type−, x)]]G,K , c− β)∪
CostProj([[R(x, type, a)]]G,K , c− γ)∪
CostProj([[R(a, type−, x)]]G,K , c− δ)

=
[[〈x, p, y〉]]G,K∪⋃

t′∈rew(R(x,p′,y))c−α
[[t′]]G,K∪⋃

t′∈rew(R(x,type,a))c−β
[[t′]]G,K∪⋃

t′∈rew(R(a,type−,x))c−β
[[t′]]G,K∪⋃

t′∈rew(R(x,type,a))c−γ
[[t′]]G,K∪⋃

t′∈rew(R(a,type−,x))c−δ
[[t′]]G,K

Given Lemma 2 it is sufficient to show that the
following hold::

[[〈x, p, y〉]]G,K = [[〈x, p, y〉]]G,K (15)

CostProj([[R(x, p′, y)]]G,K , c− α) =⋃
t′∈rew(R(x,p′,y))c−α

[[t′]]G,K
(16)

CostProj([[R(x, type, a)]]G,K , c− β) =⋃
t′∈rew(R(x,type,a))c−β

[[t′]]G,K
(17)

CostProj([[R(a, type−, x)]]G,K , c− β) =⋃
t′∈rew(R(a,type−,x))c−β

[[t′]]G,K
(18)

CostProj([[R(x, type, a)]]G,K , c− γ) =⋃
t′∈rew(R(x,type,a))c−γ

[[t′]]G,K
(19)

CostProj([[R(a, type−, x)]]G,K , c− δ) =⋃
t′∈rew(R(a,type−,x))c−δ

[[t′]]G,K
(20)

Equation (15) is trivially true. Equations (16-
20) can be rewritten as the general case of the in-
duction hypothesis for some c ≥ 0. Therefore equa-
tions (16-20) hold by the induction hypothesis. We
conclude that equation (13) holds for every c ≥ 0.

(2) Now we need to show that approxRegex and
relaxTriplePattern are sound and complete for
triple patterns containing any regular expression.
In part (1) we have demonstrated soundness and
completeness for triple patterns containing a single
predicate, p:

CostProj([[A/R(x, p, y)]]G,K , c) =⋃
t′∈rew(A/R(x,p,y))c

[[t′]]G,K

This is our base case. We now show soundness
and completeness by structural induction, consid-
ering the three different operators used to con-
struct a regular expression: concatenation, dis-
junction and Kleene-Closure.

(a) Concatenation. The induction hypothesis is
that the following equations hold for any regular
expressions P1 and P2:

CostProj([[A/R(x, P1, y)]]G,K , c) =⋃
t′∈rew(A/R(x,P1,y))c

[[t′]]G,K
(21)
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CostProj([[A/R(x, P2, y)]]G,K , c) =⋃
t′∈rew(A/R(x,P2,y))c

[[t′]]G,K
(22)

We now show that the following holds:

CostProj([[A/R(x, P1/P2, y)]]G,K , c) =⋃
t′∈rew(A/R(x,P1/P2,y))c

[[t′]]G,K
(23)

When the approxRegex and relaxTriplePattern
functions are passed as input a triple pattern of
the form A/R(x, P1/P2, y), this is split into two
triple patterns: A/R(x, P1, z) and A/R(z, P2, y).
Both of these triple patterns are passed recursively
to the approxRegex and relaxTriplePattern func-
tions which return two sets of triple patterns that
will be joined with the AND operator. Therefore
the RHS of equation (23) can be written in the
following way:

CostProj(
⋃
t′∈rew(A/R(x,P1,z))c

[[t′]]G,K on⋃
t′∈rew(A/R(z,P2,y))c

[[t′]]G,K , c)

Given the semantics of approximation and re-
laxation with concatenation of paths, the LHS of
equation (23) can be written as follows:

CostProj([[A/R(x, P1, z)]]G,K on
[[A/R(z, P2, y)]]G,K , c)

which by Lemma 3 is equal to:

CostProj(CostProj([[A/R(x, P1, z)]]G,K , c) on
CostProj([[A/R(z, P2, y)]]G,K , c), c)

We therefore need to show that:

CostProj(CostProj([[A/R(x, P1, z)]]G,K , c) on
CostProj([[A/R(z, P2, y)]]G,K , c), c) =

CostProj(
⋃
t′∈rew(A/R(x,P1,z))c

[[t′]]G,K on⋃
t′∈rew(A/R(z,P2,y))c

[[t′]]G,K , c)

It is possible to drop the outer CostProj opera-
tors on both sides of the above equation. Applying
Lemma 2 it is sufficient to show that:

CostProj([[A/R(x, P1, z)]]G,K , c) =⋃
t′∈rew(A/R(x,P1,z))c

[[t′]]G,K
CostProj([[A/R(z, P2, y)]]G,K , c) =⋃

t′∈rew(A/R(z,P2,y))c
[[t′]]G,K

These equations hold by the induction hypoth-
esis. Therefore equation (23) holds.

(b) Disjunction. Similarly to concatenation, our
induction hypothesis is that equations (21) and
(22) hold for any regular expressions P1 and P2.
We now show that the following equation holds:

CostProj([[A/R(x, P1|P2, y)]]G,K , c) =⋃
t′∈rew(A/R(x,P1|P2,y))c

[[t′]]G,K
(24)

When the approxRegex and relaxTriplePattern
functions are passed as input a triple pattern of
the form A/R(x, P1|P2, y), this is split into two
triple patterns: A/R(x, P1, y) and A/R(x, P2, y).
Both of these triple patterns are passed recursively
to the approxRegex and relaxTriplePattern func-
tions which will return two sets of triple patterns
that will be combined with the UNION operator.
Therefore the RHS of equation (24) can be written
as follows:⋃

t′∈rew(A/R(x,P1,y))c
[[t′]]G,K ∪⋃

t′∈rew(A/R(x,P2,y))c
[[t′]]G,K

Given the semantics of approximation and re-
laxation with disjunction of paths, we can write
the LHS of equation (24) as follows:

CostProj([[A/R(x, P1, y)]]G,K ∪
[[A/R(x, P2, y)]]G,K , c)

which by Lemma 3 is equal to:

CostProj([[A/R(x, P1, y)]]G,K , c) ∪
CostProj([[A/R(x, P2, y)]]G,K , c)

We therefore need to show that:

CostProj([[A/R(x, P1, y)]]G,K , c) ∪
CostProj([[A/R(x, P2, y)]]G,K , c) =⋃

t′∈rew(A/R(x,P1,y))c
[[t′]]G,K ∪⋃

t′∈rew(A/R(x,P2,y))c
[[t′]]G,K

By Lemma 2 it is sufficient to show that:

CostProj([[A/R(x, P1, y)]]G,K , c) =⋃
t′∈rew(A/R(x,P1,y))c

[[t′]]G,K
CostProj([[A/R(x, P2, y)]]G,K , c) =⋃

t′∈rew(A/R(x,P2,y))c
[[t′]]G,K

These equations hold by the induction hypothesis.
Therefore equation (24) holds.
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(c) Kleene-Closure. Our induction hypothesis in
this case is that

CostProj([[A/R(x, Pn, y)]]G,K , c) =⋃
t′∈rew(A/R(x,Pn,y))c

[[t′]]G,K

for any regular expression P and any n ≥ 0, where
Pn denotes the regular expression P/P/ . . . /P in
which P appears n times. For the base case of
n = 0, where Pn = ε, the equation is trivially
true since rew(A(x, ε, y))c contains only the query
(x, ε, y). We now show that the following holds:

CostProj([[A/R(x, Pn+1, y)]]G,K , c) =⋃
t′∈rew(A/R(x,Pn+1,y))c

[[t′]]G,K
(25)

The approxRegex function rewrites an approxi-
mated triple pattern on the RHS of the equation
in the following way: A(x, P i/P/P j , y)) for arbi-
trarily chosen i, j satisfying i + j = n. It then
splits this into three triple patterns, A(x, P i, z1),
A(z1, P, z2) and A(z2, P

j , y). Therefore the RHS
of (25) becomes:

CostProj(
⋃

t′∈rew(A(x,P i,z1))c

[[t′]]G,K on

⋃
t′∈rew(A(z1,P,z2))c

[[t′]]G,K on

⋃
t′∈rew(A(z2,P j ,y))c

[[t′]]G,K , c)

(26)

We have added the CostProj operator in order
to follow the behaviour of the algorithm that ex-
cludes queries with associated cost greater than
c.

Knowing that L(P i/P/P j) = L(Pn+1) and by
the semantics of approximation with concatena-
tion of paths, we can write the LHS as:

CostProj([[A(x, P i, z1)]]G,K on
[[A(z1, P, z2)]]G,K on [[A(z2, P

j , y)]]G,K , c)

Applying Lemma 3, this can be rewritten as:

CostProj(CostProj([[A(x, P i, z1)]]G,K , c) on

CostProj([[A(z1, P, z2)]]G,K , c) on

CostProj([[A(z2, P
j , y)]]G,K , c), c)

(27)

Combining (26) and (27) and removing the
outer CostProj operator on both hand sides we
therefore need to show that:

CostProj([[A(x, P i, z1)]]G,K , c) on
CostProj([[A(z1, P, z2)]]G,K , c) on
CostProj([[A(z2, P

j , y)]]G,K , c) =⋃
t′∈rew(A(x,P i,z1))c

[[t′]]G,K on⋃
t′∈rew(A/R(z1,P,z2))c

[[t′]]G,K on⋃
t′∈rew(A/R(z2,P j ,y))c

[[t′]]G,K

By Lemma 2 it is sufficient to show that:

CostProj([[A(x, P i, z1)]]G,K , c) =⋃
t′∈rew(A(x,P i,z1))c

[[t′]]G,K
(28)

CostProj([[A(z1, P, z2)]]G,K , c) =⋃
t′∈rew(A(z1,P,z2))c

[[t′]]G,K
(29)

CostProj([[A(z2, P
j , y)]]G,K , c) =⋃

t′∈rew(A(z2,P j ,y))c

[[t′]]G,K
(30)

Equations (28,29,30) hold by the induction hy-
pothesis since i and j are both less than n, there-
fore equation (25) holds.

The same reasoning applies for the relaxTriplePat-
tern function applied to a relaxed triple pattern
on the RHS of (25) with the difference that it
rewrites the triple pattern in 3 different ways:
R(x, P i/P/P j , y) (for arbitrarily chosen i, j satis-
fying i+j = n), R(x, P/Pn, y) and R(x, Pn/P, y).
It is possible to apply the same steps of the proof
as for approxRegex, noticing that L(P/Pn) =
L(Pn+1) and L(Pn/P ) = L(Pn+1).

(3) General queries. We now show that the al-
gorithm is sound and complete for any query that
may contain approximation and relaxation. As the
base case we have the case of a query comprising
a single triple pattern, which has been shown in
part (2) of the proof:

CostProj([[A/R(x, P, y)]]G,K , c) =⋃
t′∈rew(A/R(x,P,y))c

[[t′]]G,K
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Consider now a query Q = t AND Q′ with t being
an arbitrary triple pattern of the query Q. The
induction hypothesis is that:

CostProj([[Q′]]G,K , c) =
⋃

Q′′∈rew(Q′)c

[[Q′′]]G,K

(31)

We now show that the following holds.

CostProj([[Q]]G,K , c) =
⋃

Q′′∈rew(Q)c

[[Q′′]]G,K

(32)

The LHS of equation (32) is equivalent to the fol-
lowing by the semantics of the AND operator:

CostProj([[t]]G,K on [[[Q′]]G,K , c)

Applying Lemma 3 we can rewrite this as fol-
lows:

CostProj(CostProj([[t]]G,K , c) on

CostProj([[]Q′]]G,K , c), c)
(33)

For the RHS of equation (32) we have to con-
sider two different cases: either t is a simple triple
pattern or it contains the RELAX or APPROX
operators. If we consider the former case then we
rewrite the RHS of equation (32) to:

[[t]]G,K on
⋃

Q′′∈rew(Q′)c

[[Q′′]]G,K (34)

Combining (33) and (34) we need to show that:

CostProj(CostProj([[t]]G,K , c) on
CostProj([[]Q′]]G,K , c), c) = [[t]]G,K on⋃

Q′′∈rew(Q′)c
[[Q′′]]G,K

We are able to drop the outer CostProj operator
and the CostProj applied to the triple pattern t
since [[t]]G,K returns mappings with cost 0. The
resulting equation is as follows:

[[t]]G,K on CostProj([[]Q′]]G,K , c) = [[t]]G,K on⋃
Q′′∈rew(Q′)c

[[Q′′]]G,K

Applying Lemma 2 it is sufficient to show that:

[[t]]G,K = [[t]]G,K (35)

CostProj([[Q′]]G,K , c) =
⋃

Q′′∈rew(Q′)c

[[Q′′]]G,K

(36)

Equation (35) is trivially true and equation (36)
holds by the induction hypothesis. Therefore equa-
tion (32) holds in the case of t being a simple triple
pattern.

If t contains the APPROX or RELAX operators
then the RHS of (32) is:⋃

t′∈rew(t)c
[[t′]]G,K on

⋃
Q′′∈rew(Q′)c

[[Q′′]]G,K

Therefore, combining the latter with (33), we
have:

CostProj(CostProj([[t]]G,K , c) on
CostProj([[]Q′]]G,K , c), c) =

CostProj((
⋃
t′∈rew(t)c

[[t′]]G,K) on
(
⋃
Q′′∈rew(Q′)c

[[Q′′]]G,K), c)

(We have added the CostProj operator on the
RHS of the equation in order to follow the be-
haviour of the algorithm that excludes queries
with associated cost greater than c). Removing the
CostProj from both hand sides of the equation and
applying Lemma 2, it is sufficient to show that:

CostProj([[t]]G,K , c) =
⋃

t′∈rew(t)c

[[t′]]G,K

(37)

CostProj([[]Q′]]G,K , c) =
⋃

Q′′∈rew(Q′)c

[[Q′′]]G,K

(38)

Equation (37) holds since approxRegex and re-
laxTriplePattern are sound and complete as shown
in step (2) of the proof. Equation (38) holds by
the induction hypothesis. Therefore equation (32)
holds in the case of t containing the APPROX and
RELAX operators.

4.2. Termination of the Rewriting Algorithm

We are able to show that the rewriting algo-
rithm terminates after a finite number of steps:
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Theorem 4. Given a query Q, ontology K and
maximum query cost c, the Rewriting Algorithm
terminates after at most dc/c′e iterations, where c′

is the lowest cost of an edit or relaxation operation,
assuming that c′ > 0.

Proof. The algorithm terminates when the set
oldGeneration is empty. At the end of each
cycle, oldGeneration is assigned the value of
newGeneration. During each cycle, elements are
added to newGeneration only when new queries
are generated and have cost less than c or already
generated queries are generated again at a lesser
cost (also less than c).

On each cycle of the algorithm, each query gen-
erated by applyApprox or applyRelax has cost at
least c′ plus the cost of the query from which it is
generated. Since we start from query Q0 which has
cost 0, every query generated during the nth cycle
will have cost greater than or equal to n · c′. When
n · c′ > c the algorithm will not add any queries
to newGeneration. Therefore, the algorithm will
stop after at most dc/c′e iterations.

5. Experimental Results

We have implemented our query evaluation al-
gorithms described above and have conducted em-
pirical trials over the YAGO dataset and the
Lehigh University Benchmark (LUBM)3. Our em-
pirical results using the LUBM are described in [5]
where we ran a small set of queries comprising 1
to 4 triple patterns on increasing sizes of datasets,
with and without the APPROX/RELAX opera-
tors. In all cases, the approxed/relaxed versions of
the queries returned more answers than the exact
query. Response times were good for most of the
queries. One query had a slow response time due to
one of the queries generated by the query rewrit-
ing algorithm at distance 1 containing two triple
patterns, one of which matched a large number of
triples most of which did not match with the other
triple pattern.

For the rest of this section, we focus on our em-
pirical trials over the YAGO dataset. YAGO con-
tains over 120 million triples (4.83 GB in Tur-
tle format) which we downloaded and stored in a
TDB database (TDB is a Jena component used for

3http://swat.cse.lehigh.edu/projects/lubm/

RDF storage and querying). The size of the TDB
database is 9.70 GB, and the nodes of the YAGO
graph are stored in 1.1 GB file. The TDB database
provides three indexes: on subject, predicate, ob-
ject; on predicate, object, subject; and on object,
subject, predicate.

We ran our experiments on an HP Pavillion
with a 2Ghz i7 quad-core processor and 4 GB of
RAM. The query processing algorithms were im-
plemented in Java, and Jena was used for SPARQL
query evaluation on the TDB database. We exe-
cuted 10 queries over the database, comprising in-
creasing numbers of triple patterns (1 up to 10):

Q1 = SELECT ?a WHERE

{ RELAX(?a rdf:type <location>)}

Q2 = SELECT ?n WHERE

{ ?a rdfs:label ?n .

RELAX(?a <happenedIn> <Berlin>)

}

Q3 = SELECT ?n ?d WHERE

{ ?a rdfs:label ?n .

RELAX(?a <happenedIn> <Berlin>) .

?a <happenedOnDate> ?d

}

Q4 = SELECT ?n ?m WHERE

{ ?a rdfs:label ?n .

?a <livesIn> ?b .

?a <actedIn> ?m .

RELAX(?m <isLocatedIn> ?b)

}

Q5 = SELECT ?n1 ?n2 WHERE

{ ?a rdfs:label ?n1 .

?b rdfs:label ?n2 .

RELAX(?a <isMarriedTo> ?b).

APPROX(?a <livesIn>/<isLocatedIn>* ?p).

APPROX(?b <livesIn>/<isLocatedIn>* ?p)

}

Q6 = SELECT ?n WHERE

{ APPROX(?a <actedIn>/<isLocatedIn>

<Australia>) .

?a rdfs:label ?n .

RELAX(?a rdf:type <actor>) .

?city <isLocatedIn> <China> .

?a <wasBornIn> ?city .

APPROX(?a <directed>/<isLocatedIn>
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United_States>)

}

Q7 = SELECT ?n1 ?n2 WHERE

{ APPROX(?a rdf:type <event>) .

RELAX(?a <happenedIn> ?b ).

?p <wasBornIn> ?b .

?p <wasBornOnDate> ?d .

RELAX(?a <happenedOnDate> ?d) .

?a rdfs:label ?n1 .

?p rdfs:label ?n2

}

Q8 = SELECT ?c ?n ?p ?l ?d WHERE

{ ?a <hasFamilyName> ?n .

?a rdfs:label ?c .

?a <hasWonPrize> ?p .

?a <wasBornIn> ?l .

RELAX(?a <wasBornOnDate> ?d) .

APPROX(?a rdf:type <scientist>) .

?a <isMarriedTo> ?b1 .

?a <isMarriedTo> ?b2

}Filter (?b1!=?b2)

Q9 = SELECT ?c ?n ?p ?l ?d WHERE

{ ?a <hasFamilyName> ?n .

?a rdfs:label ?c .

?a <hasWonPrize> ?p .

?a <wasBornIn> ?l .

?a <wasBornOnDate> ?d .

RELAX(?a rdf:type <scientist>) .

?a <isMarriedTo> ?b .

?b <wasBornOnDate> ?d .

RELAX(?l <isLocatedIn>* <Germany>)

}

Q10 = SELECT ?n ?n1 ?n2 WHERE

{ ?a rdfs:label ?n .

RELAX(?a rdf:type <actor> ).

APPROX(?a <wasBornIn> ?city) .

?a <actedIn> ?m1 .

?m1 <isLocatedIn> <Australia> .

?a <directed> ?m2 .

?m2 <isLocatedIn> <Australia>.

APPROX(?city <isLocatedIn>

<United_States>) .

?m1 rdfs:label ?n1 .

?m2 rdfs:label ?n2

}

For each query ran both the exact form of the
query (without any APPROX or RELAX oper-
ators) and the version of the query as specified
above. For the latter queries, we set the cost of ap-
plying all the edit operations of approximation to
1 and likewise the cost of applying all the RDFS
entailment rules of relaxation to 1, and requested
answers of maximum cost 2. We ran each query 6
times, ignored the first timing as a cache warm-
up, and took the mean of the other 5 timings. The
results are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

The reader will notice that we used the AP-
PROX operator only on triple patterns contain-
ing a regular expression in which at least one con-
stant appears. This is due to the fact that if we
apply APPROX to simple triple patterns of the
form (?x, p, ?y), the rewriting algorithm will gen-
erate: (?x, , ?y), which returns the whole YAGO
database, and (?x, ε, ?y) which returns every node
of the YAGO database.

Query Q1 returns every location stored in
YAGO. The query returns only 3 more answers in
its relaxed form compared to its exact form. This
is due to the fact that only one query is generated
by the rewriting algorithm. Increasing the maxi-
mum cost does not result in the rewriting algo-
rithm generating any more queries, and no other
answers would be returned at higher cost.

Query Q2 returns every event that happened in
Berlin. When the second triple pattern is relaxed
the rewriting algorithm generates a query that re-
turns every event in YAGO. This explains the long
execution time of the relaxed version of Q2 com-
pared to its exact form.

Query Q3 returns every event that happened in
Berlin along with its date. Query Q4 returns every
actor who acted in movies located in the same city
as the actor lived in. Queries Q3 and Q4 return
additional answers in their relaxed form compared
to their exact form. Performance for Q3 and Q4 is
reasonable.

Query Q5 returns every married couple who live
in the same city. The long execution time of both
the exact and the approxed/relaxed form of this
query is due to the presence of Kleene-closure in
two of the query conjuncts.

Query Q6 returns every Chinese actor who
acted in American movies and directed Australian
movies. Query Q7 returns every event and per-
son such that the person was born in the same
place and on the same day that the event occurred.
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Query Q8 returns every scientist who has married
twice and has won a prize. When the rewriting al-
gorithm is applied to Q6, Q7 and Q8 it generates
many queries that return no answers or that re-
turn answers already computed. Such queries, in
particular Q8, could be optimised by using a cache
that stores the answers to triple patterns executed
in previous queries.

Query Q9 returns every scientist who was born
in Germany, won a prize, and was married to a
woman with the same date of birth. This query
does not return any answers even when relaxed.
Increasing the maximum cost to 3, the rewriting
algorithm generates 140 queries which also return
no answer. Similarly to query Q8, it would be pos-
sible to improve the execution time of this query
by caching the answers of triple patterns executed
in previous queries. In particular, knowing that a
subset of the conjuncts of query Q9 can return no
answers, it would be possible to infer that the re-
laxed form of Q9 cannot return any answer for any
maximum cost.

Finally, query Q10 returns every actor that di-
rected and acted in Australian movies and was
born in the United States. The exact answers of
this query take many hours to calculate due to
the size of the YAGO dataset. Even though it is
similar to query Q6, Q10 returns not only the ac-
tor/director but also the movies which he acted
in/directed. Similarly, the approxed/relaxed form
of query Q10 takes even more time to be executed.

The overall results show that the evaluation of
SPARQLAR queries through a query rewriting ap-
proach is reasonable. The difference between the
execution time of the exact form and the ap-
proxed/relaxed form of the queries is acceptable
for queries with less than 7 conjuncts. The perfor-
mance of some queries could be improved through
appropriate optimisation techniques, such as path
indexes and caching, which is an area of ongoing
investigation. An advantage of adopting a query
rewriting evaluation approach for SPARQLAR is
that existing optimisation techniques for SPARQL
query evaluation can be reused.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented query process-
ing algorithms for an extended fragment of the
SPARQL 1.1 language, incorporating approxima-

tion and relaxation operators. Our query process-
ing approach is based on query rewriting whereby,
given a query Q containing the APPROX and/or
RELAX operators, we incrementally generate a
set of queries {Q0, Q1, . . .} that do not contain
these operators such that

⋃
i[[Qi]]G,K = [[Q]]G,K ,

and we return results according to their “distance”
from the exact form of Q.

We have formally shown the soundness, com-
pleteness and termination of our query rewriting
algorithm. Our empirical studies also show promis-
ing query processing performance.

An advantage of adopting a query rewriting ap-
proach is that existing techniques for SPARQL
query optimisation and evaluation can be reused
to evaluate the queries generated by our rewriting
algorithm. Our ongoing work involves investigat-
ing optimisations to the rewriting algorithm itself,
since it can generate a large number of queries.
Specifically, we are studying query containment for
SPARQLAR and how query costs impact on this.
Following this investigation, we plan to implement
optimisations for the rewriting algorithm. For ex-
ample, for a query Q = Q1 AND Q2 it is possible
to decrease the number of queries generated by the
rewriting algorithm if we know that [[Q1]]G,K ⊆
[[Q2]]G,K , in which case [[Q]]G,K = [[Q1]]G,K .

Other ongoing work comprises a deeper empiri-
cal investigation of query evaluation performance
and of possible optimisations. Another direction
of research is extension of our approximation and
relaxation operators, query evaluation and query
optimisation techniques to flexible federated query
processing for SPARQL 1.1.
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